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Beginning Postcolonialism
Social scientists have long been resistant to the set of
ideas known as "postcolonial thought." Meanwhile,
postcolonial scholars have considered social science to
be an impoverished discipline that is part of the
intellectual problem for postcolonial liberation, not the
solution. This divergence is fitting, given that postcolonial
thought emerged from the anticolonial revolutions of the
twentieth century and has since become an enterprise in
the academic humanities, while social theory was born
as an intellectual justification for empire and has since
been institutionalized in social science. Given such
divisions - and at times direct opposition - is it possible to
reconcile the two? Postcolonial Thought and Social
Theory explores the divergences and generative
convergences between these two distinct bodies of
thought. It asks how the intellectually insurrectionary
ideas of postcolonial thinkers, such as Franz Fanon,
Amilcar Cabral, Edward Said, Homi Bhabha and Gayatri
Spivak, among others, pose a radical epistemic
challenge to social theory. It charts the different ways in
which social theory might be refashioned to meet the
challenge and excavates the often hidden sociological
assumptions of postcolonial thought. While various
scholars suggest that postcolonial thought and social
science are incompatible, this book illuminates how they
are mutually beneficial, and argues for a third wave of
postcolonial thought emerging from social science but
also surmounting the narrow confines of disciplinary
boundaries.
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The first reference work to provide an integrated and
authoritative body of information about the political,
cultural and economic contexts of postcolonial literatures
that have their provenance in the major European
Empires of Belgium, Denmark, France, G
Probing essays that examine critical issues surrounding
the United States's ever-expanding international cultural
identity in the postcolonial era Download Plain Text
version At the beginning of the twenty-first century, we
may be in a "transnational" moment, increasingly aware
of the ways in which local and national narratives, in
literature and elsewhere, cannot be conceived apart from
a radically new sense of shared human histories and
global interdependence. To think transnationally about
literature, history, and culture requires a study of the
evolution of hybrid identities within nation-states and
diasporic identities across national boundaries. Studies
addressing issues of race, ethnicity, and empire in U.S.
culture have provided some of the most innova-tive and
controversial contributions to recent scholarship.
Postcolonial Theory and the United States: Race,
Ethnicity, and Literature represents a new chapter in the
emerging dialogues about the importance of borders on
a global scale. This book collects nineteen essays
written in the 1990s in this emergent field by both well
established and up-and-coming scholars. Almost all the
essays have been either especially written for this
volume or revised for inclusion here. These essays are
accessible, well-focused resources for college and
university students and their teachers, displaying both
historical depth and theoretical finesse as they attempt
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close and lively readings. The anthology includes more
than one discussion of each literary tradition associated
with major racial or ethnic communities. Such a
gathering of diverse, complementary, and often
competing viewpoints provides a good introduction to the
cultural differences and commonalities that comprise the
United States today. The volume opens with two essays
by the editors: first, a survey of the ideas in the individual
pieces, and, second, a long essay that places current
debates in U.S. ethnicity and race studies within both the
history of American studies as a whole and recent
developments in postcolonial theory. Amritjit Singh, a
professor of English and African American studies at
Rhode Island College, is coeditor of Conversations with
Ralph Ellison and Conversations with Ishmael Reed
(both from University Press of Mississippi). Peter
Schmidt, a professor of English at Swarthmore College,
is the author of The Heart of the Story: Eudora Welty's
Short Fiction (University Press of Mississippi).
More than three decades after its first publication,
Edward Said's groundbreaking critique of the West's
historical, cultural, and political perceptions of the East
has become a modern classic. In this wide-ranging,
intellectually vigorous study, Said traces the origins of
"orientalism" to the centuries-long period during which
Europe dominated the Middle and Near East and, from
its position of power, defined "the orient" simply as "other
than" the occident. This entrenched view continues to
dominate western ideas and, because it does not allow
the East to represent itself, prevents true understanding.
Essential, and still eye-opening, Orientalism remains one
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of the most important books written about our divided
world.
"A highly readable, sweeping, and yet detailed analysis
of the African state in all its failures and moments of
hope. Crawford Young manages to touch upon all the
important issues in the discipline and crucial
developments in the recent history of the African
continent. This book will be a classic."---Pierre Englebert,
author of Africa Unity, Sovereignty, and Sorrow --
Postcolonialism has become one of the most exciting,
expanding and challenging areas of literary and cultural
studies today. Designed especially for those studying the
topic for the first time, Beginning Postcolonialism
introduces the major areas of concern in a clear,
accessible, and organized fashion. It provides an
overview of the emergence of postcolonialism as a
discipline and closely examines many of its important
critical writings.
This seminal work—now available in a 15th anniversary
edition with a new preface—is a thorough introduction to
the historical and theoretical origins of postcolonial
theory. Provides a clearly written and wide-ranging
account of postcolonialism, empire, imperialism, and
colonialism, written by one of the leading scholars on the
topic Details the history of anti-colonial movements and
their leaders around the world, from Europe and Latin
America to Africa and Asia Analyzes the ways in which
freedom struggles contributed to postcolonial discourse
by producing fundamental ideas about the relationship
between non-western and western societies and cultures
Offers an engaging yet accessible style that will appeal
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to scholars as well as introductory students
This Guide analyses the criticism of English-language
literature from the major regions of the postcolonial
world. Criticism on works by writers such as Jean Rhys,
V.S. Naipaul and Salman Rushdie, is discussed to
illustrate the themes and concepts essential to an
understanding of postcolonial literature and the
development of criticism in the field
The Oxford Handbook of Postcolonial Studies provides a
comprehensive overview of the latest scholarship in
postcolonial studies, while also considering possible future
developments in the field. Original chapters written by a
worldwide team of contritbuors are organised into five cross-
referenced sections, 'The Imperial Past', 'The Colonial
Present', 'Theory and Practice', 'Across the Disciplines', and
'Across the World'. The chapters offer both country-specific
and comparative approaches to current issues, offering a
wide range of new and interesting perspectives. The
Handbook reflects the increasingly multidisciplinary nature of
postcolonial studies and reiterates its continuing relevance to
the study of both the colonial past, in its multiple
manifestations, and the contemporary globalized world.
Taken together, these essays, the dialogues they pursue, and
the editorial comments that surround them constitute nothing
less than a blueprint for the future of a much-contested but
intellectually vibrant and politically engaged field.
Are the "culture wars" over? When did they begin? What is
their relationship to gender struggle and the dynamics of
class? In her first full treatment of postcolonial studies, a field
that she helped define, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, one of
the world's foremost literary theorists, poses these questions
from within the postcolonial enclave.
Modern ideas of freedom and human rights have been
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repeatedly contested and are hotly debated at the beginning
of the third millennium in response to new theories, needs,
and challenges in contemporary life. This volume offers
culturally diverse contributions to the debate on freedom from
the literatures and arts of the postcolonial world, exploring
experiences that evoke, desire, imagine, and perform
freedom across five continents and two centuries of history.
Experiences of Freedom opens with an introductory
philosophical essay by Achille Mbembe and is divided into
four sections that consider: • resisting history and colonialism
• the right to move and to belong • the right to (believe in)
free futures • imaginative freedom and critical engagement.
Each section contains a piece of creative writing directly
connected to these topics from authors Chris Abani, Anita
Desai, Caryl Phillips, and Alexis Wright, followed by a
selection of critical essays. Contributors: Chris Abani,
Rochelle Almeida, Gil Anidjar, Jogamaya Bayer, Elena
Bernardini, Anne Collett, Carmen Concilio, Paola Della Valle,
Roberto Derobertis, Anita Desai, Lorna Down, Francesca
Giommi, Gareth Griffiths, Dave Gunning, John C. Hawley,
Peter H. Marsden, Russell McDougall, Achille Mbembe,
Cinzia Mozzato, Kevin Newmark, Berndt Ostendorf, Mai
Palmberg, Owen Percy, Kirsten Holst Petersen, Caryl Phillips,
Annel Pieterse, Christiane Schlote, Nermeen Shaikh, Patrick
Williams, Alexis Wright, and Robert J. C. Young.
Postcolonialism as a critical approach and pedagogic practice
has informed literary and cultural studies since the late 1980s.
The term is heavily loaded and has come to mean a wide,
and often bewildering, variety of approaches, methods,
politics and ideas. Beginning with the historical origins of
postcolonial thought in the writings of Gandhi, Cesaire and
Fanon, this guide moves on to Edward Said's articulation into
a critical approach and finally to postcolonialism's multiple
forms in contemporary critical thinking, including theorists
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such as Bhabha, Spivak, Arif Dirlik and Aijaz Ahmed. Written
in jargon-free language and illustrated with examples from
literary and cultural texts, this book addresses the many
concerns, forms and 'specializations' of postcolonialism,
including gender and sexuality studies, the nations and
nationalism, space and place, history and politics. It explains
the key ideas, concepts and approaches in what is arguably
the most influential and politically edged critical approach in
literary and cultural theory today
The Routledge Companion to Postcolonial Studies offers a
unique and up-to-date mapping of the postcolonial world, and
is composed of essays as well as shorter entries for ease of
reference. Introducing students to the history of the great
European empires and the cultural legacies created in their
wake, this book brings together an international range of
contributors on such topics as: the colonial histories of Britain,
France, Spain and Portugal the diverse postcolonial and
diasporic cultural endeavours from Africa, the Americas,
Australasia, Europe, and South and East Asia the major
theoretical formulations: poststructuralist, materialist,
culturalist, psychological. With a comprehensive A to Z of
forty key writers and thinkers central to contemporary
postcolonial studies and featuring historical maps, this is both
a concise introduction and an essential resource for any
student of postcolonial culture, whatever their field.
This book examines the influence of imperialism and
colonialism on the formation of national identities in the
Nordic countries, exploring the manner in which
contemporary discourses in Nordic society are rendered
meaningful or obscured by references to past events and
tropes related to the practices and ideologies of colonialism.
Against the background of Nordic 'exceptionalism', it explores
the manner in which the interwoven racial, gendered and
nationalistic ideologies associated with the colonial project
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form part of contemporary Nordic identities. An important
challenge to national identities that can become increasingly
inward looking, Whiteness and Postcolonialism in the Nordic
Region sheds light on the ways in which certain notions and
structural inequalities, understood as residue from the
colonial period, become recreated or projected onto different
groups. Presenting a variety of case studies drawn from
Sweden, Finland, Norway, Greenland, Denmark and Iceland,
this book will be of interest to scholars across the social
sciences and humanities conducting research in the fields of
race and ethnicity, identity and belonging, media
representations of 'the other' and colonialism and
postcolonialism.
This book seeks to explicitly engage Marxist and post-colonial
theory to place Marxism in the context of the post-colonial
age. Those who study Marx, particularly in the West, often
lack an understanding of post-colonial realities; conversely,
however, those who fashion post-colonial theory often have
an inadequate understanding of Marx. Many think that Marx
is not relevant to critique postcolonial realities and the legacy
of Marx seldom reaches the post-colonial countries directly.
This work will read Marx in the contemporary post-colonial
condition and elaborate the current dynamics of post-colonial
capitalism. It does this by analysing contemporary post-
colonial history and politics in the framework of inter-relations
between the three categories of class, people, and
postcolonial transformation. Examining the structure of power
in postcolonial countries and revisiting the revolutionary
theory of dual power in that context, it appreciates and
explains the transformative potentialities of Marx in relation to
post-colonial condition.
The contributors explore modes of social and psychological
experience, the constitution of the subject, and forms of
subjection that shape the lives of Basque youth, Indonesian
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artists, members of nongovernmental HIV/AIDS programmes
in China and Zaire, and psychiatrists and their patients in
Morocco and Ireland.
In The Postcolonial Orient, Vasant Kaiwar analyses the
formation of postcolonial studies around the 1989 moment of
world history, shows its limitations via an engagement with
Marxism, and provides an alternative, enriched account of
interpretive possibilities inherent in the moment.
Offers overview of postcolonial intellectuals in Europe from
the first half of the nineteenth century to present day.
In this stimulating study, R. S. Sugirtharajah explores the
implications of postcolonial criticism for biblical studies. He
reveals how postcolonial criticism can offer an alternative
perspective to our understanding of the Bible, and how, when
the Bible has been deployed as a Western cultural icon, it has
come to be questioned in new ways.
This book locates spatial dimensions possible for a global
identity, while incorporating the presence of collaborative and
contentious religious, psycho-social and physical borders. It
highlights the significance of space in the construction of
racial, gender, religious, cultural idiosyncrasies where private
and public space projects the power mechanisms which
allocate borders. The literary narratives discussed in this
collection project a trajectory of voices of the East and West,
male and female, crossing boundaries between identity, race,
gender and class. The book proffers that spatial borders are
social constructs to propagate the power mechanisms of
hierarchical structures, defying imbrications, explored here,
which may be used to reflect diversity as a model for global
space. These explorations are journeys back and forth in time
and space towards hierarchies formed through the imposition
of borders defining race, gender and power which may be
considered ‘post’ in the postmodern, postcolonial, post 9/11,
post-secular and postfeminist senses.
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Explores a wide range of affects, affect theory, and literature
to consolidate a fresh understanding of literary affect.
Postcolonialism has become one of the most exciting, popular
and stimulating fields of literary and cultural studies in recent
years. Yet the variety of approaches, the range of debate and
the critical vocabularies often used may make it challenging
for new students to establish a firm foothold in this area.
Beginning Postcolonialism is a vital resource for those taking
undergraduate courses in postcolonial studies for the first
time and has become an established international best-seller
in the field. In this fully revised and updated second edition,
John McLeod introduces the major areas of concern in a
clear, accessible and organised fashion. He provides an
overview of the emergence of postcolonialism as a discipline
and closely examines its many established critical
approaches while also exploring important recent initiatives in
the field. In particular, Beginning Postcolonialism
demonstrates how many key postcolonial ideas and concepts
can be effectively applied when reading texts and enables
students to develop their own independent thinking about the
possibilities and pitfalls of postcolonial critique.
An exploration of the Caribbean identity through the work of
10 contemporary artists The legacy of European colonialism
in the Caribbean is explored through the work of 10
contemporary artists: Angel Otero, Adler Guerrier, Phillip
Thomas, Leonardo Benzant, Lucia Hierro, Lavar Munroe,
Andrea Chung, Ebony Patterson, Didier William, and Firelei
Báez. Their work is inspired by products that have historically
been produced in and exported from the Caribbean. The
book, published to accompany a traveling exhibition opening
at San Francisco's Museum of the African Diaspora, explores
the complexity of the "postcolonialism paradox"--in which
colonizers often felt superior and productive as they claimed
territory for themselves while subjugating indigenous people
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and exploiting their land. Whether connected to the
Caribbean by birth or by choice, the artists use their work as a
means of examining the relationships within the power
structure.
DIVExplores the relation between the precolonial and colonial
past to the postcolonial present in the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam./div
In this second edition of Beginning Theory, the variety of
approaches, theorists, and technical language is lucidly and
expertly unraveled and explained, and allows readers to
develop their own ideas once first principles have been
grasped. Expanded and updated from the original edition first
published in 1995, Peter Barry has incorporated all of the
recent developments in literary theory, adding two new
chapters covering the emergent Eco-criticism and the re-
emerging Narratology.
This volume invokes the “postcolonial contemporary” in order
to recognize and reflect upon the emphatically postcolonial
character of the contemporary conjuncture, as well as to
inquire into whether postcolonial criticism can adequately
grasp it. Neither simply for nor against postcolonialism, the
volume seeks to cut across this false alternative, and to think
with postcolonial theory about political contemporaneity.
Many of the most influential frameworks of postcolonial theory
were developed during the 1970s and 1990s, during what we
may now recognize as the twilight of the postwar period. If
forms of capitalist imperialism are entering into new
configurations of neoliberal privatization, wars-without-end,
xenophobic nationalism and unsustainable extraction, what
aspects of postcolonial inquiry must be reworked or revised in
order to grasp our political present? In twelve essays that
draw from a number of disciplines—history, anthropology,
literature, geography, indigenous studies— and regional
locations (the Black Atlantic, South Africa, South Asia, East
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Asia, Australia, Argentina) The Postcolonial Contemporary
seeks to move beyond the habitual oppositions that have
often characterized the field, such as universal vs. particular;
Marxism vs. postcolonialism; and politics vs. culture. These
essays signal an attempt to reckon with new and persisting
postcolonial predicaments and do so under four inter-related
analytics: Postcolonial Temporality; Deprovincializing the
Global South; Beyond Marxism versus Postcolonial Studies;
and Postcolonial Spatiality and New Political Imaginaries.
SHERAZADE, AGED 17, DARK CURLY HAIR, GREEN
EYES, MISSING Sherazade is seventeen, Algerian, and a
¬runaway in Paris. Although she has no morals, no scruples,
no politics, no apparent emotional depth and little education,
Sherazade remains curiously unattached but innocent in the
city's underworld of drop-outs, outcasts, political activists and
junkies. With honesty and lyricism this novel exposes the
various issues that affect a young woman living in a city which
is both sophisticated and provincial, liberal and conservative,
tolerant and prejudiced. In Paris, Sherazade is pursued by
Julian, the son of French-Algerians who is an ardent Arabist.
Pigeon-holed by Julian into the ¬traditional exotic mold,
Sherazade endeavors to create her own definition of Algerian
¬femininity and in doing so breaks down conventions and
stereotypes. It is Julian's obsession with her that spurs her on
to self-discovery and to make decisions about her future.
Sherazade is about a young woman haunted by her Algerian
past. It is a powerful account of a person who searches for
her true identity but is caught between worlds—Africa and
Europe, her parents’ and her own, colony and capital.
Ultimately it is an ¬account of possession, identity and the
realities of urban life today and what can happen when
society fails to acknowledge its younger generations.
Canadian literature, and specifically the teaching of Canadian
literature, has emerged from a colonial duty to a nationalist
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enterprise and into the current territory of postcolonialism.
From practical discussions related to specific texts, to more
theoretical discussions about pedagogical practice regarding
issues of nationalism and identity, Home-Work constitutes a
major investigation and reassessment of the influence of
postcolonial theory on Canadian literary pedagogy from some
of the top scholars in the field.
This electronic version has been made available under a
Creative Commons (BY-NC-ND) open access license. Elleke
Boehmer's work on the crucial intersections between
independence, nationalism and gender has already proved
canonical in the field. 'Stories of women' combines her
keynote essays on the mother figure and the postcolonial
nation, with incisive new work on male autobiography,
'daughter' writers, the colonial body, the trauma of the post-
colony, and the nation in a transnational context. Focusing on
Africa as well as South Asia, and sexuality as well as gender,
Boehmer offers fine close readings of writers ranging from
Achebe, Okri and Mandela to Arundhati Roy and Yvonne
Vera, shaping these into a critical engagement with theorists
of the nation like Fredric Jameson and Partha Chatterjee.
This edition will be of interest to readers and researchers of
postcolonial, international and women's writing; of nation
theory, colonial history and historiography; of Indian, African,
migrant and diasporic literatures, and is likely to prove a
landmark study in the field.
"Postcolonial theory has had the most impact in disciplines
such as literature and, to some degree, history, and perhaps
the least impact in the discipline of politics. However, there is
growing interest in postcolonial theory within politics, and
interest in especially high in the subfield of international
relations. This text provides a comprehensive survey of how
postoclonial theory shapes our understanding of international
relations"--
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An anthology of twenty-five short stories by the very best
emerging and award-winning contemporary African writers
illuminates modern-day concerns and realities of African life
and features the writing of Ben Okri, Chinua Achebe, and
others. Orginally published as African Rhapsody: Short
Stories of the Contemporary African Experience. Reprint.
17,500 first printing.
Beginning PostcolonialismManchester University Press
This work provides an overview of the emergence of
postcolonialism as a discipline and examines its
important critical writings. In particular, it
demonstrates how many of the ideas and concepts
can be applied when reading texts.
This superb study explores the imaginative
transformation of the city by African, Asian,
Caribbean and South Pacific writers since the 1950s.
Would there have been a Third World without the
Second? Perhaps, but it would have looked very
different. Although most histories of these
geopolitical blocs and their constituent societies and
cultures are written in reference to the West, the
interdependence of the Second World in the East
and the Third World is evident not only from a
common nomenclature but also from their near-
simultaneous disappearance around 1990. From
Internationalism to Postcolonialism addresses this
historical blind spot by recounting the story of two
Cold War-era cultural formations that claimed to
represent the Third World project in literature and
cinema: the Afro-Asian Writers Association
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(1958-1991) and the Tashkent Festival for African,
Asian, and Latin American Film (1968-1988). The
inclusion of writers and filmmakers from the Soviet
Caucasus and Central Asia and extensive Soviet
support aligned these organizations with Soviet
internationalism. While these cultural alliances
between the Second and the Third World never
achieved their stated aim - the literary and cinematic
independence from the West of these societies from
the West - they did forge what Ngugi wa Thiong'o
called "the links that bind us," along which now-
canonical postcolonial authors, texts, and films could
circulate across the non-Western world until the end
of the Cold War. In the process of this historical
reconstruction, From Internationalism to
Postcolonialism inverts the traditional relationship
between Soviet and postcolonial studies: rather than
studying the (post-)Soviet experience through the
lens of postcolonial theory, it documents the multiple
ways in which that theory and its attendant literary
and cinematic production have been shaped by the
Soviet experience.
"Distinguished in the market by its ability to mesh
accessibility and intellectual rigor, How to Interpret
Literature offers a current, concise, and broad
historicist survey of contemporary thinking in critical
theory. Ideal for upper-level undergraduate courses
in literary and critical theory, this is the only book of
its kind that thoroughly merges literary studies with
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cultural studies, including film. Robert Dale Parker
provides a critical look at the major movements in
literary studies since the 1930s, including those often
omitted from other texts. He includes chapters on
New Criticism, Structuralism, Deconstruction,
Psychoanalysis, Feminism, Queer Studies, Marxism,
Historicism and Cultural Studies, Postcolonial and
Race Studies, and Reader Response. Parker
weaves connections among chapters, showing how
these different ways of thinking respond to and build
upon each other. Through these exchanges, he
prepares students to join contemporary dialogues in
literary and cultural studies. The text is enhanced by
charts, text boxes that address frequently asked
questions, photos, and a bibliography"--
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